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School Leadership Team

Name Position
Jenna Dulin ILT Co-Chair/Grade 1 Teacher
Katelynn Bowden-Firestine ILT Co-Chair/Kindergarten Teacher
Curtis Twilley Principal
Cindy Becker Assistant Principal
Parris Abt Assistant Principal
Maria Wright East Salisbury Principal
Ciera Elzey Pre-Kindergarten Teacher
Sydney Gold Kindergarten Teacher
Kristina Powell Grade 1 Teacher
Leslie Barry Grade 2 Teacher
Ashley Johnson Grade 2 Teacher

East Salisbury Teachers
Audra Phippin Intervention Teacher
Casie Culver Special Education Teacher
Ebonee Barkley Special Areas
Amy Schneider School Social Worker
Donelle VanHolten Multicultural Committee Representative
Charlotte White PBIS Representative
Trina Tilghman-Dix Wicomico County Judy Center Program Coordinator
Donna Young Beaver Run School Campus Parent Representative

Wicomico Early Learning Center (WELC) Campus Parent Representative

Melissa Eiler Central Office Representative
April Guard Professional Development Coach:  Literacy
Melissa Echard Professional Development Coach:  Mathematics
Kristi Cushman & Jennifer Whittington Professional Development Coach:  Technology
Sharon Huston Community Stakeholder Participant: Salisbury University PDS Liaison
Komal Lulla Paraprofessional
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Beaver Run School
Title I

2021 – 2022

Wicomico County Public Schools

We Aspire to Be a Public School System...
● dedicated to meeting the needs of each student from the most gifted to the most challenged.
● rooted in a culture of respect, transparency and collegiality.
● committed to safe schools.
● that our community believes in built upon the pursuit of excellence in providing an outstanding education for our community’s students.

Vision Points
Our 2017-2022 Strategic Priorities are...

● to ensure that students in Wicomico County Public Schools are reading on grade level by Grade 3
● to make sure that students graduate from Wicomico County Public Schools college and/or career ready
● to establish a high performing workforce

Educational Equity Policy
It is the policy of the Wicomico County Board of Education to ensure the success of each student in our school system
regardless, of a student’s ability (cognitive, social emotional and physical), gender, ethnicity, family structure, gender identity
and expression, language, race, religion, sexual orientation, and socio-economic status.

School Mission and Vision Statements
Our Mission Statement:
Beaver Run School will strive to meet the educational needs of all children so that they will be confident, responsible,
self-directed and lifelong learners.
Our Vision Statement:
Beaver Run School will partner with the community to engage students through quality instruction that will prepare students
to become socially, emotionally, and educationally responsible citizens.
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Beaver Run School (BRS) is a primary school-wide Title I school that instructs 657 Pre-Kindergarten through Grade 2 students. 518 students are instructed on site
at Beaver Run School for grades Kindergarten through Grade 2 while 139 students, Pre-Kindergarten 3- and 4-year old students, are located at the Wicomico Early
Learning Center (WELC) partner site. Beaver Run School’s student population, as of August 2021, was 40% Black or African American, 21% White, 18%
Hispanic/Latino of any race, 13% Two or more races and >1% Asian. Additionally, 11% of students are Limited English Proficient, 6% students receive Special
Education Services and 2% of the student population are Families in Transition (HEART).

Coordinated School Initiatives 2021-2022
Wicomico County Judy Center Partnership: The 2018-2019 school year served as a MSDE validation year, Beaver Run School and the Wicomico Early Learning Center (WELC) has become Maryland
EXCELS accredited and published according to MDSE criteria. The Judy Center Partnership includes the Infants and Toddlers Program, Wicomico Health and Mental Health Departments, Wicomico
Library, Wor-Wic Community College (GED Program), Salisbury University and the Lower Shore Child Care Resource Center, childcare partnership with Delmarva Early Learning,  and other outside
agencies. These organizations provide needed educational, health, and community resources for early learners from birth through Kindergarten.
Student Health Partnerships: To support student health, Beaver Run School and the Wicomico Early Learning Center (WELC) participates in dental and vision programs supported through Chesapeake
Health Services and the Lion’s Club. The Home School Liaison and Social Workers serve as a liaison between the school and outside agencies mental health providers: Chesapeake Health Services,
Maple Shade, the Wicomico Health Department, foster care management agencies and other community partners.
Community Empowerment Program (CEP): This program provides free lunch to all students at Beaver Run School and the Wicomico Early Learning Center (WELC). Due to COVID 19 meal distribution
for families is held each day from 11:00-1:00 at Beaver Run School.
Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Program: This program provides a fresh fruit or vegetable snack for students at Beaver Run School and the Wicomico Early Learning Center (WELC) on Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday of each week.
Backpack Program: The Home School Liaison and Social Workers assist students and families in transition through the Backpack Program at Beaver Run School and the Wicomico Early Learning Center
(WELC) which provides weekly snacks and meals for over the weekends and holiday breaks through Maryland Food Bank partnership and community donations.
Community Faith-Based Partnerships: Beaver Run School and the Wicomico Early Learning Center (WELC) sites collaborate with community faith-based partners, Providence Presbyterian Church, 3C
USA, Son Life Community Church, Higher Hope UMC, Without Limits Worship Center, Lighthouse of Hope Worship Center and St. Paul’s AME Zion Church by serving as volunteers at various school
events while also donating CAP clothing, school supplies, as well as backpacks and food to assist with the Backpack program.
Professional Development School (PDS): Beaver Run School and the Wicomico Early Learning Center (WELC) sites partner with Salisbury University serving as a field placement for students that are
within the education program. High performing interns are encouraged to apply for open teaching positions at Beaver Run School and the Wicomico Early Learning Center (WELC) to maintain Highly
Qualified teaching staff.
Employee Wellness: The goal of the Staff Wellness plan is to improve the quality of health and wellness by meeting the physical and emotional needs of employees. By offering health-promoting
programs such Wellbeats, the Annual Spring 5K as well as the multitude programs offered through WellAware, the goal is to meet the all needs- physical, emotional, financial, and social- of the
employees at the school.
Consistent Attire Program (CAP): The Consistent Attire Program is in effect at Beaver Run School and the Wicomico Early Learning Center (WELC) during the instructional day and during activities
outside the school day when students are representing the schools. This program designates and identifies what may be worn in school during the regular school day. All students should take pride in
their appearance with dress and grooming that contribute to the health and safety of the individual without disrupting the orderly educational process.
Positive Behavior Intervention and Support System School (PBIS): Beaver Run School and the Wicomico Early Learning Center (WELC) is a PBIS award winning school that presents Character Education
in the classroom and in small-group counseling sessions. The Three B’s (Be Kind, Be Safe, and Be Responsible) are used to model high expectations for students and to teach them to be responsible
citizens through faith-based partnerships and McDonald’s to provide student and staff incentives.
Maryland Green School: Beaver Run School was recognized in 2019 as a Maryland Green School by the Maryland Association for Environmental and Outdoor Education for a commitment to
environmental protection and restoration through actions involving the physical plant, curriculum, professional development, and student action projects. Both sites empower youth to make changes
to reduce environmental impact, encourage sustainability, and foster environmental literacy.
Reading Programs and Incentives: Through volunteer reading programs at Beaver Run School such as the Pets on Wheels: Tales for Dogs Program for Grade 2 students and the Perdue Reading
Mentoring Program, students build their confidence and fluency as they read aloud with a volunteer on a weekly basis. Three school-wide reading incentives are held to encourage students to read a
specified number of books by partnering with Adkins Farm Market in the fall for students to receive a pass to the Corn Maze; by participating in the “Hit the Books!” program sponsored by the
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Delmarva Shorebirds in the spring for students to receive baseball tickets; and by participating in the “Book It” reading program sponsored by Pizza Hut from October through March for students to
earn a coupon for a free pizza for meeting their reading goal.

Priority Statement # 1

Based on our Comprehensive
Needs Assessment we have
determined we need to
increase the percentage of our
students reading on or above
grade level as measured by the
iReady Assessment.

SMART Goals
● Pre-Kindergarten – Historically, 58% of Pre-Kindergarten students scored in the 51% - 100% range when given
the letter and letter sound knowledge assessment on upper-case letters, 70% of Pre-Kindergarten students scored in
the 51% - 100% range when given the letter and letter sound assessment on lower-case letters, and 39% of
Pre-Kindergarten students scored in the 51% - 100% range when given the letter and letter sound assessment on
letter sounds; we are looking to increase the percent of students scoring within this percentage range by 12% to 70%
on upper-case letters, increase 6% to 76% on lower-case letters, and 12% to 51% on letter sounds.
● Kindergarten – According to baseline I-Ready data 12% of Kindergarten students are reading on grade level;
we are looking to increase the percentage of students reading on level (Tier 1) by 10% between I-Ready Diagnostics 1
and 3
● Grade 1 – According to baseline I-Ready data 10% of first grade students are reading on grade level; we are
looking to increase the percentage of students reading on level (Tier 1) by 10% between I-Ready Diagnostics 1 and 3
● Grade 2 – According to baseline I-Ready data 8% of second grade students are reading on grade level; we are
looking to increase the percentage of students reading on level (Tier 1) by 10% between I-Ready Diagnostics 1 and 3
● School Total - The percentage of our students reading on or above grade level will increase from 10%  in 2021
to 17% in 2022 as measured by the iReady Assessment.
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Priority Statement # 2

Based on data discussions
during our Comprehensive
Needs Assessment we have
determined we need to
increase the percentage of our
students scoring Average or
Above in the area of
mathematics as measured by
the MAP Assessment.

SMART Goals
● Pre-Kindergarten – Historically, 48% of Pre-Kindergarten students score within the 22-42 point range when
given the Number Identification (0-10) and Building Sets assessment in the spring; we are looking to increase the
percent of students scoring within this point range by 5% to 53%.
● Kindergarten - According to baseline data from the Fall MAP Assessment, 61% of Kindergarten students are
performing on or above grade level; we are looking to increase the number of students performing on or above grade
level by 10% in the Spring.
● Grade 1 - According to baseline data from the Fall MAP Assessment, 41% of First Grade students are
performing on or above grade level; we are looking to increase the number of students performing on or above grade
level by 10% in the Spring.
● Grade 2 - According to baseline data from the Fall MAP Assessment, 35% of Second Grade students are
performing on or above grade level; we are looking to increase the number of students performing on or above grade
level by 10% in the Spring.
● School Total -The percentage of our students scoring average or above as measured by the MAP assessment
will increase from 46%  in 2021 to 53% in 2022.

Priority Statement # 3

There will be reduction in
behavioral referrals coded as
occurring in the classroom.

Data will be compared to the end
of the 2018-2019 school year and
2019-2020 from September
through Mid-March.

SMART Goal

● Schoolwide - reduce the number of classroom-coded referrals by 10% as compared to our 2018-2019
classroom-coded referrals.  In the 2018-2019 school year, we wrote 202 classroom referrals, making our
2021-2022 goal 182 classroom referrals.
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Priority 1: ESSA Category – (Academic Achievement/Progress: Literacy)

Based on our Comprehensive Needs Assessment we have determined we need to increase the percentage of our students reading on or
above grade level as measured by the iReady Assessment.

2020-2021 I-Ready Diagnostic 3 Data by Grade Level:
● 32% of Kindergarten students tested at Tier 1 and 68% of Kindergarten students tested at Tier 2
● 13% of Grade 1 students tested at Tier 1, 74% of Grade 1 students tested at Tier 2, and 13% of Grade 1 students tested at Tier 3
● 10% of Grade 2 student tested at Tier 1, 62% of Grade 2 students tested at Tier 2, and 28% of Grade 2 students tested at Tier 3

SMART GOAL
● Pre-Kindergarten – Historically, 58% of Pre-Kindergarten students scored in the 51% - 100% range when given the letter and letter sound
knowledge assessment on upper-case letters, 70% of Pre-Kindergarten students scored in the 51% - 100% range when given the letter and letter sound
assessment on lower-case letters, and 39% of Pre-Kindergarten students scored in the 51% - 100% range when given the letter and letter sound
assessment on letter sounds; we are looking to increase the percent of students scoring within this percentage range by 12% to 70% on upper-case
letters, increase 6% to 76% on lower-case letters, and 12% to 51% on letter sounds.
● Kindergarten – According to baseline I-Ready data 12% of Kindergarten students are reading on grade level; we are looking to increase the
percentage of students reading on level (Tier 1) by 7% to 19% between I-Ready Diagnostics 1 and 3
● Grade 1 – According to baseline I-Ready data 11% of first grade students are reading on grade level; we are looking to increase the percentage
of students reading on level (Tier 1) by 7%  to 18% between I-Ready Diagnostics 1 and 3
● Grade 2 – According to baseline I-Ready data 8% of second grade students are reading on grade level; we are looking to increase the
percentage of students reading on level (Tier 1) by 7% to 15% between I-Ready Diagnostics 1 and 3
● School Total-- The percentage of our students reading on or above grade level will increase from 36 %  in 2021 to 43 % in 2022 as measured by
the iReady Assessment.
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DATA to SUPPORT GOAL
In order to support the literacy school-wide goal for increasing the number of students reading on grade level in all grade levels, the following data will be acquired
and discussed:

-Pre-Kindergarten will administer the Fountas & Pinnell 26 upper and lower-case letter recognition assessment as well as the Fountas & Pinnell 22 letter sound
assessment that checks for understanding on the 22 consonant sounds of the alphabet. This assessment will be given in the middle of each quarter (it correlates
with mid-term data). This is an optional assessment that is linked to the Fountas & Pinnell phonics lessons taught in Kindergarten and will provide Pre-Kindergarten
teachers with data to form groups of students to help prepare them for entry to Kindergarten and the KRA (Kindergarten Readiness Assessment) taken at the
beginning of each school year.

-Kindergarten, First and Second Grade will administer the iReady diagnostic in the Fall, Winter, and Spring terms to track reading data.

Strategies and Effective Practices:

1.0 If Pre-Kindergarten students participate in daily reading/morning messages then students will build an early reading process and a strong foundation of letters, sounds,
and quick recognition of high frequency words, as well as enjoyment of the meaning of text. If Pre-Kindergarten students participate in the rereading of the daily morning
message then Pre-Kindergarten students will focus attention on concepts of print, extend understanding of the meaning of words, build vocabulary and language
understanding, apply word-solving actions, notice patterns and parts of words, notice spacing with the written words and work on crisp finger pointing to aid in
directionality.
1.1 If Kindergarten students, with early literacy behaviors (of Levels A and B), participate in daily reading/morning messages then Kindergarten students will develop their
early reading behaviors and a strong literacy foundation. If shared reading is completed daily within Kindergarten classrooms then Kindergarten students will build
connections with text, expand oral language, reinforce reading behaviors and support independent reading. Therefore, students will be able to quickly participate in guided
reading as their reading behaviors develop.
1.2 If Kindergarten, First and Second Grade Teachers teach, model, reinforce and support students’ thinking then students will develop an understanding and discussion of
a text through the Systems of Strategic Actions. If Kindergarten, First and Second Grade Teachers teach students to think within the text then students will understand the
author’s literal message. If Kindergarten, First and Second Grade Teachers teach students to think beyond the text then students will be able to make inferences and put
text ideas together to construct meaning and thinking about the text, which would require the students to analyze and critique the literary elements and author’s craft.
Therefore, Kindergarten, First and Second Grade Teachers will be able to teach comprehension through the Fountas & Pinnell Guided Readers, Minilessons, Shared
Reading, Interactive Read Alouds, age-appropriate periodicals, supplemental research-based reading material such as iReady,Reading A-Z, as well as materials of
instruction that support comprehension and inferencing skills which will enable the student’s “thinking” to be informally assessed through observation and writing in
response to reading.
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1.3 If Kindergarten, First and Second Grade students participate in daily 15 minute grade level phonics instruction focusing on the nine areas of learning (Early Literacy
Concepts, Phonological Awareness, Letter Knowledge, Letter-Sound Relationship, Spelling Patterns, High Frequency Words, Word Meaning/Vocabulary, Word Structure,
and Word Solving Actions) then students will be able to participate in phonics at their instructional level during Guided Reading in order to increase the number of
students reading on grade level.
1.4 If Kindergarten, First and Second Grade Teachers instruct students using Lucy Calkins Writer’s Workshop daily for an uninterrupted 45 -minute block by following the
architecture of a mini lesson and adhering to the County ELA Writing Workshop Commitments then students will be able to develop writing skills which will help them to
respond to reading and discussions.
1.5 If literacy professional development is provided by the Literacy Professional Development Coach, Administrators, and other skilled professionals in the building then
Staff Members will be able to improve their implementation of the ELA Components (Reading Workshop, Language and Word Study, Independent Reading and Writer’s
Workshop, Kagan Structures) within their literacy instruction. If teachers participate in professional development for guided reading using Fountas & Pinnell Guided
Readers and small group instruction, then they will improve their ability to differentiate instructional level text with students regarding the Systems of Strategic Actions. If
teachers participate in professional development for independent reading using Lucy Calkins libraries and reading conferences, then they will improve their ability to
communicate with students regarding their independent reading. If teachers participate in professional development for the architecture of a mini lesson and
implementing student writing conferences using Lucy Calkins Writer’s Workshop, then they will improve their ability to develop writing skills with students. If teachers
participate in professional development for phonemic awareness through the program Letrs they will then improve their instructional strategies in this area with students.

cont.

Strategies and Effective Practices: (cont.)
1.6 If Certified Intervention, Intervention Title I-Funded Tutor, Special Education, and EL Staff will be utilized for push-in and pull-out services starting in September
through May in Pre-Kindergarten, Kindergarten, First and Second Grade classrooms then students will be supported in Tier I, Tier 2, and/or Tier 3 services through
responsive teaching and scientifically-based researched intervention programs of Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI), Fundations and Read Naturally: At the start of
each year, Classroom Teachers and Intervention Teachers work in concert to administer and analyze the BAS to identify student strengths and weaknesses. After
assisting with administering the BAS, Intervention Teachers assign students to Intervention Programs (Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI), Fundations and Read
Naturally) based on the Wicomico County criteria. Intervention Teachers regularly communicate student progress to the Classroom Teacher and make strategy
suggestions for use during guided reading instruction. Classroom Teachers will collect anecdotal notes and running record data to discuss at Professional Learning
Community (PLC) planning time to drive professional development and instruction.  The RTI (Response to Intervention) process will be used to move and monitor
students through intervention.
1.7 If before and/or after-school tutoring takes place with Kindergarten, First and Second Grade students then students will benefit from direct instruction by
increasing the amount and quality of learning time in reading as Kindergarten, First and Second Grade teachers use evidence-based Fountas and Pinnell reading
strategies and materials to develop phonics and comprehension skills.
1.8 If parents, families and community members are involved with literacy family engagement activities then parents, families and community members will work

as partners alongside Beaver Run School and the Wicomico Early Learning Center (WELC) Staff in order to support student literacy success. Through Parent Advisory

Council Meetings (PAC) held in the Fall and Spring for parents, families and community members to develop and discuss the Family Engagement Brochure, School

Improvement Plan, Partners in Learning Compact and the Title I budget. Literacy family engagement activities are held throughout the school year as Title I Family

Nights (Grades K-2) and Judy Center-funded rotation days and evening events (Grades PK-K) provide take-home curriculum-based literacy activities to build home
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libraries and to reinforce literacy standards that promote reading fluency, comprehension and responding to text through writing. Parent Strategy Workshop

(Grades 1-2) is provided to the parents of LLI students to attend a workshop about the program regarding information about the philosophy of the program,

expected growth, the sequence of the daily lessons (odd/even) will be shared and the importance of the take home book and nightly reading will be addressed.
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Evidence for Literacy Programs: Grade
Level

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom is a coherent system in which each instructional context is connected to the others in order
to create equitable literacy opportunities for all students that is based on observations and analysis of student learning to
teach the reader with a variety of books to lift the level of every reader through whole-group teaching of Interactive
Read-Aloud, Reading Minilessons, and Shared Reading; small group teaching of guided reading; and independent
learning by independent reading.

K-2

95% is a phonics program that includes letter sound correspondence, letter formation (Kindergarten), CVC words,
high-frequency words, concepts of print, fluency practice, and phoneme-grapheme mapping.

K-2

95% Chip Kit helps teachers explain phonics patterns using manipulatives and sound-spelling mapping. They focus on
sound-spelling pattern identification rather than word reading and directs student’s attention to identifying individual
phonemes in words and analyzing sound-spelling patterns. This is used in small groups to provide intervention by the
teacher and intervention teacher in the classroom.

K-2

Heggerty phonemic awareness lessons are explicitly taught through the whole group instruction with Heggerty. A student
who is phonemically aware is able to isolate sounds, manipulate sounds, blend and segment those sounds into spoken
and written words.

PK-2

Lucy Calkins Units of Writing supports explicit instruction in opinion/argument, information and narrative writing while
providing rich opportunities for practice through four “Units of Study” per grade level including teaching points,
minilessons, conferences and small group work. Teachers are able to use learning progressions to observe and assess
students’ writing, to develop students’ use of self-monitoring strategies and to set students on trajectories of growth
while providing teachers with clear advice and support for teaching efficient and effective writing workshops. Data
Reports: 1; 2; 3; 4

K-2

Connect4Learning (C4L) uses a project-based approach, in which children work toward a larger goal, through high-interest
learning centers that support and extend children’s growing understandings in social-emotional skills, science, literacy,
and mathematics are a fundamental part of daily lessons.

PK

Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI) is a small group supplementary reading intervention program designed to provide
powerful, daily, small group instruction for the lowest achieving students in grades Kindergarten, 1 and 2. Intervention

K-2
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Teachers meet with students in groups of three for thirty minutes of intensive reading support each day to, ultimately,
achieve grade level competency. Students are identified for this program based on data gathered through the Fountas &
Pinnell Benchmark Assessment Systems which are administered in the fall and spring for grades 1 and 2 and winter and
spring only for Kindergarten. Students’ data is presented at the monthly Response to Intervention (RTI) meetings lead by
school Administration, School Psychologist, Representatives from the Special Education team and Intervention team, and
the English as a Second Language (ESOL) teacher.
iReady is an online learning environment designed to assess students and provide individualized instruction in reading
through phonics, comprehension, and vocabulary lessons.

K-2

My Path is an online learning tool that provides students with individualized lessons based on their personal iReady
diagnostic data. Students will receive lessons to complete on their level in phonics, comprehension, and vocabulary to
show personal reading growth.

K-2

RAZkids provides comprehensive leveled reading resources for students through leveled eBooks. K-2

LETRS is a training program allowing teachers to master the fundamentals of reading instruction.  Phonological
awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, comprehension, writing, and language are the focuses of the LETRS program.

K-2
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Milestones
Meeting

Date
Data to Review Explanation & Needed Adjustments

October
14th,
2021

● Pre-Kindergarten Letter Recognition and Letter Sounds*
● Pre- Kindergarten Reading Report Card Elements – Term 2 Midterm Data
● I-Ready Diagnostic #1 Data for grades K-2

February
10th,
2022

● Pre-Kindergarten Letter Recognition and Letter Sounds*
● Pre- Kindergarten Reading Report Card Elements – Term 3 Midterm Data
● Term 1 Running Records for Grades K-2
● I-Ready Diagnostic #2 Data for Grades K-2

June 2nd,
2022

● Pre-Kindergarten Letter Recognition and Letter Sounds*
● Pre- Kindergarten Reading Report Card Elements –Term 4 Midterm Data
● I-Ready Diagnostic #3 Data for Grades K-2
● Term 2 and 3 Running Records for Grades K-2
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Priority 2: ESSA Category – (Academic Achievement/Progress: Mathematics)

Based on data discussions during our Comprehensive Needs Assessment we have determined we need to increase the percentage of
our students scoring Average or Above in the area of mathematics as measured by the MAP Assessment.

2018-2019 Beaver Run School Mathematics Data indicated the following:
● 48% of Pre-Kindergarten students scored at least 22 points or higher (22-42 point range) on the 0-10 Number Identification and Building Sets Assessment

2020-2021 Measure of Academic Progress, or MAP, Mathematics Assessment indicated the following:
● 65% of Kindergarten students were in the Hi/HiAvg range, 16% of Kindergarten students were in the average range, and 19% of Kindergarten students were in the Lo/LoAvg

range for the Operations and Algebraic Thinking Domain
● 74% of Grade 1 students were in the Hi/HiAvg range, 10% of Grade 1 students were in the average range, and 16% of Grade 1 students were in the Lo/LoAvg range for the

Operations and Algebraic Thinking Domain
● 53% of Grade 2 students were in the Hi/HiAvg range, 19% of Grade 2 students were in the average range, and 27% of Grade 2 students were in the Lo/LoAvg range for the

Operations and Algebraic Thinking Domain

SMART GOAL

● Pre-Kindergarten – Historically, 48% of Pre-Kindergarten students score within the 22-42 point range when given the Number Identification
(0-10) and Building Sets assessment in the spring; we are looking to increase the percent of students scoring within this point range by 5% to 53%.
● Kindergarten - According to baseline data from the Fall MAP Assessment, 61% of Kindergarten students are performing on or above grade
level; we are looking to increase the number of students performing on or above grade level by 7% to 68%  in the Spring.
● Grade 1 - According to baseline data from the Fall MAP Assessment, 41% of First Grade students are performing on or above grade level; we
are looking to increase the number of students performing on or above grade level by 7% to 48% in the Spring.
● Grade 2 - According to baseline data from the Fall MAP Assessment, 35% of Second Grade students are performing on or above grade level;
we are looking to increase the number of students performing on or above grade level by 7% to 42% in the Spring.
● School Total--The percent of our students scoring average or above as measured by the MAP assessment will increase from 51%%  in 2021 to 58% in
2022.

DATA to SUPPORT GOAL

In order to support the mathematics school-wide goal for increasing the percentage of students meeting and exceeding the
Operations & Algebraic Thinking standard for problem solving in all grade levels, the following data will be acquired and
discussed:
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-Pre-Kindergarten 0-10 Number Identification and Building Sets Assessment: is administered individually by showing students
the numerals of 0-10 on a flashcard to identify the number. The student receives a point for accurately identifying the number.
If the student is unable to identify a number or inaccurately identifies a number, the number is stated to the student. After the
student accurately states the number or is provided the accurate number, the student uses a provided manipulative to build
sets of this number. The student can receive an additional point for accurately building sets of this number. Information from
this assessment guides Pre-Kindergarten teaching in order to lay the foundation for number identification, number
representation and problem solving.

-Kindergarten, First, and Second Graders: MAP will be administered in the Fall, Winter, and Spring to track math growth in the
four following domains: Operations and Algebraic Thinking, Number and Operations, Measurement and Data, and Geometry.

Strategies and Effective Practices:

2.0 If Pre-Kindergarten, Kindergarten, First and Second Grade students will utilize a variety of mathematics tools such as manipulatives, number grids, number
lines, etc. then students will be able to use concrete representations while strategically using tools to increase their modeling and reasoning.
2.1 If Pre-Kindergarten, Kindergarten, First and Second Grade students will practice Number Talks 2-3 times a week then students will be able to increase their
number sense.
2.2 If Kindergarten, First and Second Grade teachers are implementing word problems daily within Math Meetings and Everyday Math (EM4) lessons then
students will increase their reasoning skills and modeling strategies while applying the math practices of making sense and perseverance.
2.3 If Kindergarten, First and Second Grade teachers implement Everyday Math (EM4) Open Response/Tackle The Task/ES9 multi-step constructed response
problems then students will be able to reinforce skills while teachers collect data to discuss at Professional Learning Community (PLC) planning time to drive
professional development and instruction.
2.4 If First and Second Grade teachers will implement EL strategies and integrate vocabulary cards along with sentence frames into their instruction then EL
students will increase the math practices of making sense, reasoning and modeling.
2.5 If Kindergarten, First and Second Grade teachers are implementing Dreambox then students will experience deep conceptual learning while increasing their
number sense, ability to make visual patterns, practicing skills and fluency.
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2.6 If mathematics professional development is provided by the Mathematics Professional Development Coach, Administrators, and other skilled professionals in
the building then Staff Members will be able to improve their implementation of the Math Components (Math Meetings, Number Talks, Everyday Math (EM4)
lessons and Dreambox and KAgan Structures) within their mathematics instruction. If teachers participate in professional development for open response word
problems using Everyday Math (EM4) Open Response/Tackle The Task/ES9 multi-step constructed response problems, then they will improve their ability to
develop problem solving skills with students. If teachers participate in professional development for EL achievement using vocabulary cards and sentence frames,
then they will improve their ability to communicate with EL students regarding their understanding of math practices. If teachers participate in professional
development using ST Math, then they will improve their ability to provide opportunities for students to practice and reinforce math skills while increasing their
number sense, visual patterns and fluency.
2.7 If Certified Intervention, Special Education, and EL Staff will be utilized for push-in services starting in September through May in Pre-Kindergarten,
Kindergarten, First and Second Grade classrooms then students will be supported.
2.8 If before and/or after-school tutoring takes place with Kindergarten, First and Second Grade students then students will benefit from direct instruction by
increasing the amount and quality of learning time in mathematics as Kindergarten, First and Second Grade teachers use evidence-based Everyday Mathematics 4
and ST Math strategies and materials to develop fluency and problem solving skills.
2.9 If parents, families and community members are involved with mathematics family engagement activities then parents, families and community members will
work as partners alongside Beaver Run School and the Wicomico Early Learning Center (WELC) Staff in order to support student literacy success. Through Parent
Advisory Council Meetings (PAC) held in the Fall and Spring for parents, families and community members to develop and discuss the Family Engagement
Brochure, School Improvement Plan, Partners in Learning Compact and the Title I budget. Mathematics family engagement activities are held throughout the
school year as Title I Family Nights (Grades K-2) and Judy Center-funded rotation days and evening events (Grades PK-K) provide take-home curriculum-based
mathematics activities to provide a variety of mathematics tools such as manipulatives, number grids, number lines and flash cards to reinforce mathematics
standards that promote modeling and reasoning.

Evidence for Math Programs: Grade
Level

Everyday Math (EM4) is a comprehensive mathematics program engineered for the Common Core State Standards
containing a spiral curriculum that continually reinforces abstract math concepts through concrete real-world
applications. Through the spiral curriculum, students are able to master key concepts by frequently revisiting content in
a variety of contexts over time through the use of the web-based lessons, games and resources offered on Connect-ED.

PK—
2

MAP K-2
Connect4Learning (C4L) uses a project-based approach, in which children work toward a larger goal, through
high-interest learning centers that support and extend children’s growing understandings in social-emotional skills,
science, literacy, and mathematics are a fundamental part of daily lessons.

PK
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Building Blocks is a supplemental mathematics curriculum designed to develop preschool children’s early mathematical
knowledge through various individual and small- and large-group activities. It uses Building Blocks for Math PreK
software, manipulatives, and print material. Building Blocks for Math embeds mathematical learning in children’s daily
activities, ranging from designated math activities to circle and story time, with the goal of helping children relate their
informal math knowledge to more formal mathematical concepts.

PK

Dreambox is a standards based online platform that give students targeted and individually designed math instruction
based on their level of understanding in the domains of operation and algebraic thinking, number and operations,
measurement and data, and geometry.

K-2

BrainingCamp is a powerful and easy to use online math manipulative resource for teachers and students to use. It
allows students to show concrete understanding and higher order thinking while engaging in math lessons.
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Milestones:

Meeting
Date

Data to Review Explanation & Needed Adjustments

October
14th,
2021

● Pre- Kindergarten Math Report Card Elements
● Pre-Kindergarten Term 2 Midterm Data*
● Fall MAP Data for grades K-2

February
10th,
2022

● Pre- Kindergarten Math Report Card Elements – Term 3 Midterm Data
● Pre-Kindergarten Math Term 3 Midterm  Data*
● Winter MAP Data for grades K-2

June 2nd,
2022

● Pre- Kindergarten Math Report Card Elements – Term 4 Midterm Data
● Pre-Kindergarten MathTerm 4 Midterm Data*
● Spring MAP Data for grades K-2

Priority 3: ESSA Category -- (Academic Achievement/Progress, English Language Proficiency or School Quality and Student Success)

There will be reduction in behavioral referrals coded as occurring in the classroom.
● Beaver Run Conduct Referrals that Occurred in the classroom during the 2018-2019 school year:

○ 202 referrals
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SMART Goal

● Schoolwide - reduce the number of classroom-coded referrals by 10% as compared to our 2018-2019 classroom-coded referrals.  In the
2018-2019 school year, we wrote 202 classroom referrals, making our 2021-2022 goal 182 classroom referrals.

DATA to SUPPORT GOAL

In order to support the school-wide goal for decreasing the number of students referrals in all grade levels, the following data will be acquired and discussed:
● Classroom written referrals from the 2018-2019 School Year (Mar-June) and the 2019-2020 School Year (Sept-Mar)

Strategies and Effective Practices

3.0 PBIS Program
3.1 Relationship building
3.2 Kagan classroom management strategies

Evidence for Math Programs: Grade Level

- Kagan Learning Structures: Kagan Structures are instructional strategies designed to
promote cooperation and communication in the classroom, boost students' confidence
and retain their interest in classroom interaction.

PK-2

Milestones
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Meeting
Dates

Data to Review Explanation & Needed Adjustments

October
14th,
2021

● Referral data from the following school years:
○ 2016-2017
○ 2017-2018
○ 2018-2019
○ 2019-2021
○ 2021-2022

February
10th,
2022

● Behavior data from September-January of the current school year for all grade levels.

June
2nd,
2022

● Referral data from January-June of the current school year for all grade levels.
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Appendix 1: BEAVER RUN SCHOOL DISPROPORTIONALITY PLAN 2019-2020
Action Team Members

Action Team Members
Name Position and Role
Curtis W. Twilley Principal
Parris Abt Assistant Principal
Cindy Becker Assistant Principal
Jessica Martin Student Advisor
Amy Schneider Social Worker

Stage 1 Tasks
Data Collection Questions Data Sources
1.  Are there notable differences in our suspension rates by race? 1. X – 2 Report Center.

2. Are there notable differences in our suspension rates by special education status? 2. X – 2 Report Center. Weekly special education report.
3.  Are there notable differences in our suspension rates by poverty status? 3. X – 2 Report Center.

4. Are there notable differences in our referral rates by race? 4. X – 2 Report Center.
5. Are there notable differences in our referral rates by special education status? 5. X – 2 Report Center.
6. Are there notable differences in our referral rates by poverty status? 6. X – 2 Report Center.

Preliminary Findings and Identified Disparity Issue

1. Suspension rates by race, as follows:
Code 910, 1 total, 1 non-white, non-special education for a total of 2 days;
Code 960, 0.

2. Suspension rates by special education status, as follows:
K – 0;
1 – 0;
2 - 0

3. Suspension rates by poverty status, as follows:
Grade K, no suspensions;
Grade 1, 1 suspension, 1 poverty, 1 student;
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Grade 2, no suspensions.

4. Referral rates by race:490 referrals, including bus referrals and health related exclusions, 336 excluding bus referrals, health exclusions.
Of those referrals excluding bus referrals and health referrals:
243 (72 %) are African American, (49 % of demographic population). Five students acquired 111 (46%) of the 243 referrals.
44 (>10 %) are More than One, (9 % of demographic population).
10 (>10 %) are Hispanic, (17 % of demographic population).
39 (>10 %) are White, (55 % of demographic population).

5. Referral rates by special education status:
Grade K, 3 referrals;
Grade 1, 59 referrals;
Grade 2, 10 referrals

6. Referral rates by poverty status by student:
BRS participates in the Community Empowerment Program which qualifies us for 100% Free/Reduced meals.

Stage 2 Tasks
Additional Data Collection Questions Data Sources
1.Grade 1 represented over half of the total number of referrals
(336 total) with 164 of those from 5 individual students. 3 AA
males of the five students had a total of 76 of the 164 referrals
among the five highest students for referrals.

1. Social workers to assist families to maintain current health care interventions that
were established towards the end of the year.  Monitor through SST

Additional Findings and Disparity Issues

1. No additional disparity issues.
Cause(s) of Disparity Issues Root Cause(s) of Disparity Issues

1. * What caused our one suspension for a total of two days
by one non-white male student?

1. Continued physical aggression.  Physical attack on adults.

2. What caused 48 % of our referrals to be for AA students
when they comprise 49 % of our school population?

2. 46% of the 243 referrals for AA students came from five students. The
students and families of three of the five choose to give time to see if the
behaviors subsided prior to intervention from outside providers.  Outside
interventions were in place for two of the three by late April with a positive
effect beginning to show.

Stage 2 Tasks

Corrective Actions(s) for Root Causes

1. Continued implementation of a FBA/BIP for the individual AA male student that requires significant interventions and supports.

2. Continued training in CPI for staff members assigned to high impact students to ensure proper de-escalation strategies are utilized.
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3. Continue to monitor, plan for, support, encourage, connect with the guidance counselor & student advisor, meet with parents, implement informal and
formal behavior plans, implement PBIS including quarterly, monthly & classroom-based incentives, train & re-train on progressive discipline at a
faculty meeting, present guidance lessons to whole class & small group audiences, provide character education assemblies, record interventions and
contacts through X – 2, implement check-in/check-out behavior management strategies, work through the SST process among others.

Measurement and Evidence of Success After Making Corrective Action(s)

1. SST review of academics and conduct in October for the students in the top five number of referrals for their grade 1 year.

2. Implement the FBA/BIP process for students with reoccurring behaviors/referrals from their grade 1 year by October 15, 2018.

3. Monitor Discipline numbers through the PBIS committee and implement corrective action as needed.

4. Utilize guidance and social workers to continue to foster relationships with the families and students involved in multiple discipline situations at the
start of the 2018-2019 SY.

Plan for Addressing Root Causes of School Discipline Disparities
Root Cause 1: Continued physical aggression/Physical attack on adults.

Corrective Action Person or People
Responsible

Resources Needed Evidence of
Implementation

Monitor Date Results

1.  Provide staff in direct contact
with identified students with
de-escalation strategies such as CPI.

Principal Yearly training
schedule at the
beginning of the
18/19 SY.

Certificate of
completion

TBA

2. Monthy practice of skills learned
in CPI class

Principal N/A ILT Plan and
schedule of
meetings

Monthly

3.  Check in to families by
school-based service providers

Social Workers and
Guidance

N/A Contact Logs Monthly

Root Cause 2: 46% of the 243 referrals for AA students came from five students in transition into outside service provider programing. The
students and families of three of the five choose to give time to see if the behaviors subsided prior to intervention from outside providers.  Outside
interventions were in place for two of the three by late April with a positive effect beginning to show.

Corrective Action Person or People
Responsible

Resources Needed Evidence of
Implementation

Monitor Date Results

1.  Persistent behaviors at the start
of the 18/19 SY will begin the
FBA/BIP process for the five
identified 2nd graders.

SST, Guidance and
Social Work

School Psychologist
Parent Meeting

Minutes from
meeting

Quarterly or as
needed
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Appendix 2: BEAVER RUN SCHOOL PBIS PLAN 2019-2020
Tier 1: Integration of Zen Zones for all students and staff schoolwide. Designed to reduce problem behaviors and increase
instructional time.

Expectations Interventions Rewards

Staff mentoring/check in to
improve communication,
active listening and restorative
practices

Once a week until routines are built and relationships, and rapports
have been established.

Self -awareness of students, communication skills, friendships.
Positive referral and phone call, student of the week, PBIS incentives, Bucky’s
prize box.

Zen Zone Area in every room
used as needed

Student may use area and tools in area to calm down, take a break
using the 5 minute timer (maximum) before returning to instruction

Student is learning to self-manage and teacher is classroom-managing
behaviors so rewards will be intrinsically motivated and students can be
motivated by staff

Teaching 3 B’s Rules/Character
Lessons

Continual ongoing review of 3 B’s rules with SMART lessons and
Guidance lessons.

Bucky Bucks, Class Dojos, Monthly Class Incentives, and Individual Term
Incentives

Tier 2: Decrease Formal Office Referrals by 10% for the school year
Expectations Interventions Rewards

Teachers/Staff will use PBIS
language 50% of the time

Knowing the 3 B’s, reviewing the expectations and procedures with
students and staff each term. Parent conference with
administration, Parent contact, and a mentor.

Ongoing/daily increased adult supervision, increased opportunity for
positive reinforcement, increased access to academic support, and Bucky
Bucks.

Behavior Check Log
Practicing self- regulation and social skills, rewards for meeting
expectations on behavior chart, SST referrals, time-out, mentoring,
check -in- check out.

Rewards will be set individually for each student based on what that
student’s interests are. For example, basketball time, board games,
technology time, arts and crafts, etc.

Incentives
Behavior charts, Dojo progress, parent communication through
agenda/Dojo

Monthly incentives for classes and Term incentives for individuals

Tier 3: Individual support for a few students with high levels of need
Expectations Interventions Rewards

Monitor Absences and Tardiness, phone calls home,
interventions for students with high risk behaviors,

Restorative practices, Mental Health PLC, Behavior PLC, daily monitoring of
behavior charts, counselor/social worker services, parent shadowing, parent

Individual rewards are based on the
students interests and buy in. For example,
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Person – Centered Plans, use of evidence-based
interventions such as BIP’s and FBA

contact, peer tutoring, referral to administration, reward system, SST reviews,
Wraparound, ISS, and Alternatives to suspensions.

a student who enjoys basketball time or
computer time may have that as a reward.
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